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1. What is the future?
   → time frames: universal or culture-specific?
   → visions, uncertainty
   Urry 2016

2. Future-making = translation of vision into practice
   → „development“?

3. Practices of future-making:
   → anticipation, imagination, aspiration (hope)
   Appadurai 2013

4. Future visions
   → utopian thinking, „spaces of hope“
   Harvey 2000

5. Dreamscapes of modernity
   → sociotechnical imaginaries, desirable futures
   Jasanoff & Kim 2015

6. Development corridors
   → blueprints of modernization

7. Actors / drivers of future-making
   → How „African“ are African futures?

Development corridors in Africa:
active (green) / under construction (brown)
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